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 ” drive module. The overall system provides a high degree of automation and fault tolerance. When connected to the main
system, the drive control module allows a drive to be quickly and easily activated, provides a hard disk drive with maximum

data protection and allows the drive to be equipped with advanced features such as redundant power supplies and cooling fans.
The embedded controller card is fully automated and requires no additional programming after the drive has been installed. The

module is designed to comply with the ANSI/IEEE 1284-1995 Standard for Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) Local
Bus card and the form factor complies with the IEC 61034 electrical and dimensional standards. The PCMCIA 1331 host
control module is powered from the host through the interface jack. It contains the necessary power regulation circuitry,

multiplexed power connector, data interface connector, and interface/LED interface connector. The host control module also
supports the optional MAC/PHY interface connector for the drive. The host control module is an optional product and can be

purchased separately. It is used with the PCMCIA 1331 drive controller and can also be used with non-PCMCIA drive modules
such as single point drives. The PCMCIA 1331 drive controller is an optional product that allows a computer to control a single
drive or a group of drives. It is designed to operate with the PCMCIA 1331 host control module, the drive control module, and a

plurality of computer local buses. The drive controller, host control module, and drive module are designed to operate in a
standard PCMCIA environment with a direct attachment to a local bus or a remote direct memory access (DMA) mode. The

drive controller has a built-in hard disk drive interface and can be installed in any bus slot that accepts a standard PCMCIA type
card. The drive controller is designed to allow a computer to control a single drive or a group of drives with the same

configuration card. The drive controller can control multiple hard disk drives and can be programmed to provide a varying
number of data channels or fixed channels. The single drive module can be installed in any bus slot that accepts a standard

PCMCIA type card. The module can control a single hard disk drive and is designed to operate in a standard PCMCIA
environment with a direct attachment to a local bus or a remote direct memory access (DMA) mode. The drive module has a

built-in hard disk drive interface and can be installed in any bus slot that accepts a standard 82157476af
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